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Opening Comments:
by Brian Chisholm
Dear Friends,
I am writing to you from a retreat centre in the Gatineau Hills of Quebec. This afternoon
we completed a lovely five-day sesshin here amid the fall colours of this idyllic
landscape. Fourteen sitters shared the silence and listened to the words of Master
Sosan’s Shinjinmei: “The Great Way is without difficulty…”
But after the closing ceremony and celebratory lunch, we received word that we were
stranded on the Quebec side of Ottawa, a city in “lock-down” mode because of a
terrorist attack on Parliament Hill. Suddenly, the Great Way seemed full of difficulties,
fears and worries. Still, I was struck by the great equanimity with which everyone acted
in the face of uncertainty. I was reminded, yet again, of the many gifts of Zen practice.
We take our Sanbo Zen name from the three treasures of Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha. Gradually (and sometimes very suddenly), we come to appreciate that these
three treasures are in fact only one: The true nature that is always present, expressing
itself in our every breath, thought and action. This is Sosan’s “Great Way.” Those who
experience this gift directly are filled with gratitude for the realization of their true being.
We have a remarkable global Sangha. Unique in the world of Zen, this lay organization
is a real treasure. I’ve been fortunate to have traveled the world as a Zen student and
to have experienced the generosity of sanghas in Asia, Europe, and North America.
This August, it was Toronto’s turn to host the annual Sanbo Zen teachers’ workshop
known as kenshukai. I was very proud of the efforts of our sangha! The kenshukai was
a great success, and the Abbott reported that many attendees spoke of Toronto as the
best kenshukai to date.
I would like to thank Patrick for the great effort he expended over the past year in
preparation for the event. In addition to planning and implementing the gathering,
Patrick was the contact and communications person for the kenshukai, and with over 60
attendees this was a huge undertaking.
Of course, without Roger and Kathy Murtha and the goodwill of Scarboro Missions, the
Toronto kenshukai would simply not have been possible.
There were many others intimately involved with the preparations: Marty made the
koan books a reality. Jim took on the task of managing transportation for the visitors
from around the world. Heather bore the burden of organizing the financial side of the
event. And, she collected the fees from the attendees, did the banking and the
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bookkeeping. Liane did a stellar job with Sister Elaine’s birthday celebration. Michael
planned and facilitated the Niagara Falls outing. Nancy looked after many of the details
that required attention over the week. And many, many sangha members volunteered
as drivers and helpers in large and small ways.
At the kenshukai, Paul and Stan took on the challenging task of monitoring the zendo:
timing the sits, ringing the bells, and leading the chants. This was an especially difficult
role in a room with our Abbott and more than 60 teachers and senior students.
I want to thank each of these individuals, and our sangha as a whole for the willingness
to host this monumental gathering and for making it such an unequivocal success.
Thank you!
From here in Ottawa, I travel directly to Bavaria, Germany for a 5-day teachers’ sesshin
led by our Abbott. In November, I’ll attend our Toronto zazenkai and then travel to
Penticton for another 5-day retreat. I hope to see many of you in December at our
Toronto 5-day sesshin. And, I’d like to remind you that our Ottawa sangha will host the
2015 North American Sanbo Zen sesshin led by Ryoun Roshi from Friday, May 1,
through Wednesday, May 6.
At the end of the German retreat a small group of teachers will stay for another day,
with the Roshi, to discuss the future structure of Sanbo Zen sanghas and the nature of
our affiliation and leadership. There have already been preliminary discussions, and
this meeting should be fruitful. I hope, in our next newsletter to share some of these
matters with you. Sanbo Zen is looking to the future, and we must do the same.
Finally, I’m very grateful to Marty for initiating this newsletter. Please know that your
own submissions are welcome: Artwork, photography, poetry… please share anything
that relates to Zen practice and the Zen way of life.

With Hands Joined, Palm to Palm,
Brian
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YAMADA Ryôun

In Memory of My Mother
My mother, Yamada Kazue, who was affectionately called “Okusama”, passed away on
9 May 2014 at 10:25 in the morning. Just at that time, after finishing the North American
sesshin at Penticton, Canada, I had continued on to Toronto for business purposes. I
was not surprised when I got word from my family that mother had breathed her last just
five minutes before. Already the previous day when I had called I could no longer hear
her voice. I heard later from my family though that she had nodded continuously at my
loud voice coming through the phone. I had had a premonition of her passing already
before leaving for the sesshin. Because of that premonition, before leaving I had
determined a program for “just in case” and had made arrangements with Mr. Ogata
who later would perform the private funeral service with just the immediate family and
Tonoike Roshi in attendance. However, without any doubt, my mother had departed
with me for the North American sesshin. And she stayed there at Penticton and
participated with me in the sesshin. This is not disputable. And not only that. Continuing
on after the sesshin for my North American business obligations there were strong
indications that she was right there along with me. In North America I had to face some
problems that had not been foreseen. They were solved smoothly. I cannot help but
think that this was due to powerful help coming from my mother’s presence.
My mother was born in the city of Fukushima. Her father was a very successful banker
in that region, and so she had a comfortable childhood. She told her father that upon
graduation from high school she would like to attend university in Tokyo. Her father
replied that he would fund that venture but only on condition that she would become a
doctor or a lawyer. Becoming a doctor or lawyer would always be helpful in the future,
whereas, he added, there was no point for a woman to attend college without a
purpose. As I reflect on my mother’s life, I am amazed at the foresight of my
grandfather, Abe Waekichi. This is just an aside, but my mother often said that when I
was little he was especially fond of me.
However, what most surprises me, is that after coming to Tokyo, as recorded in the
obituary of Tonoike Roshi, my mother began to sit on weekends at Sôjiji [one of the two
main temples of the Soto School; it is located in Tsurumi, near Yokohama]. I first heard
of this ten years ago directly from my mother and, honestly, it was totally surprising. By
nature she was a sociable person, not a philosophical type, hardly one with a Zen-like
air. On that point she was completely different from my father, Koun Roshi. I had
supposed that once free of parental restrictions, on weekends she would have lived up
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her youth like every other young college girl. Actually she had been doing Zen long
before Koun Roshi. On the other hand in a certain sense I understand this
phenomenon. Unworthy as I am, the fact that I have continued Zen up to now, and
somehow even been acclaimed Zen Master by others, should be traced back to its
source, namely, my mother’s sitting at Sôjiji.
I think that my mother met my father before she came up to Tokyo for university. I have
heard that she was a friend of my father’s younger sister in their high school days. The
family Yamada, a well-known family of Nihonmatsu in Fukushima Prefecture, engaged
in the silk industry, and the Abe family with its well-known banker of Fukushima City,
formed a new relationship which also included business. It is not difficult to imagine the
children of these families getting to know each other.
However, the immediate event that led to marriage was soon after my mother’s return to
Fukushima after graduation from university when she went to see my sick father and
visited the Yamada family in Nihonmatsu. This is something I heard from my mother
later, but when she saw my father on his sickbed she intuitively thought “without me this
man cannot be happy.” Prescinding from that intuition I think the confidence expressed
in those words, “without me” are quite something. A certain confidence stemming from
both intuition and optimism were characteristic of my mother.
After their marriage one can only say that their lives were extremely eventful. The
business of the Yamada family was already beginning to fail at the time when my
mother had the above-mentioned “intuition.” I think that the burden on my father who
had to support the Yamada family after the early death of his elder brother was quite
heavy. He went to Manchuria seeking a fresh start and then returned to Japan as the
war ended. In Japan my father tried various businesses but none of them went well. It
was during this time that he began doing Zen in earnest.
It was my mother’s certification as a doctor which provided the resources in tight
economic times to send us three children through university, as well as support the
finances of the family. The foresight of our grandfather Abe Waekichi was truly
remarkable. Soon after this, my father was able to advance to managerial level of a
large corporation and achieved a stable position. After retirement he joined the
management of a Tokyo medical facility (Kenbikyôin) which my mother had been
running. With their close cooperation the facility flourished. The figure of my mother,
which I have described above, was the background for my father, Koun Roshi’s, great
success as a Zen Master. I have often thought that my mother’s level as a doctor was
not so high because her becoming a doctor was mainly to fulfill the conditions laid down
by her parents for attending university in Tokyo. However, my mother was good with
people and had a talent for managerial decisions. I think this latter ability was far greater
than her ability as a doctor. As many people often remarked, my mother was a person
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with boundless generosity and caring, but, without ever losing that characteristic, she
was also able to make difficult managerial decisions.
I recall how seven years ago I was wondering whether or not to initiate a yearly sesshin
in North America. If it were to be done, there was no other time than the long holiday at
the beginning of May. But that time was already taken for the sesshin in Kamakura, and
because of the holiday it was always the best attended sesshin. At a loss about what to
do I consulted with my mother. Without any hesitation, she said “Do it.” In such a
situation my mother’s characteristic decisiveness came out clearly. For this reason it
was quite natural for me to declare above that without doubt my mother had participated
with me in this year’s sesshin in North America.

(translated by Jerome CUSUM)
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Vast & Void
This is a transcript of a teisho presented at the Sanbo Zen Kenshukai in August, 2012, at Essen, Germany by Brian Chisholm.

Whenever I speak of Zen, I appreciate the words of Samuel Beckett who said: “There is
nothing to express, nothing with which to express, nothing from which to express...
together with the obligation to express.”
There’s nothing to teach. All I can do is attempt to share my heart, my history, and my
vision for the future.
This is an unconventional teisho on Bodhidharma’s “Vast & Void,” a profoundly beautiful
koan. But I also want to make a radical claim about the future. I believe that we’re on
the threshold of an unprecedented era in human spiritual evolution. And, I believe real
Zen will be at the center of this evolution, and that the western scientific tradition will
become a channel through which future generations will discover Zen!
∞∞∞∞
My life has had three themes: A sense of spiritual wonder, a love of science, and a love
of story.
My parents blessed me with a sense of wonder: spiritual or inner wonder. This was
inspired by their deep religious faith. I asked who is this God my parents worship? And
who am I? I remember asking myself: Where do I reside? Am I in my cells? My
molecules? My atoms? If so, where? This led me to study philosophy at university. I
was quite certain that all of the questions about my origin, my nature, my ultimate fate,
and the nature of God would be answered in the study of philosophy. This was a big
mistake! A very big mistake, for two reasons: first, I had thought philosophy was about
answers, but I left university with more questions than when I entered. Second, there’s
not much paying work for someone with a philosophy degree. Philosophy is the first
theme.
The second theme was objective or outer wonder, expressed in a love of science. Even
from a young age I enjoyed mathematics, physics, chemistry, and social sciences.
Because I could find no fulfilling employment as a “philosopher,” I decided to study
engineering. I would have preferred to study pure science, but I felt like I was already
getting old, and I wanted to earn a livelihood. So I went back to university and studied
electrical engineering. I graduated with a major in electronics. Science is the second
theme. (And, I was able to make a living.)
The third theme I inherited from my parents was the beauty of literature and language...
an appreciation of story. I loved to read stories and to write them, although, truth be
told, I wasn’t a very talented writer. I was interested in narrative theory and in the very
human instinct to use language to tell stories. I can imagine the earliest humans sitting
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around an open fire on a cold night telling stories of their battles and of the exploits of
their Gods. Finally, I went back to university a third time and studied literature and
writing. So I will admit, I have a strange education. Broad, but not deep.
∞∞∞∞
At the kenshukai at the Netherlands, two years ago, I had an experience that changed
my life radically. I died. Or more accurately, I fully recognized that what I had always
taken to be my “self” was a fiction. It was a just a story, and it suddenly blew up like a
balloon popping. The experience was more intense than anything I have ever lived
through.
The experience could only be expressed with the words, “there is nothing.” This nothing
had no name whatsoever. It had no boundaries. And yet everything still functioned.
Walking, laughing, weeping, laughing, weeping. Even thinking, still functioned. (Even
the idea of self still arose. But there was nothing real that corresponded to this thought.)
And there was nothing that owned this functioning. There was just functioning. Nothing
filtered or hindered or observed the experience. The feeling was of lightness or
weightlessness. And yet, beneath the functioning there was and is an infinite-seeming
Nothing out of which this functioning arose and arises. No name can be applied to this
Nothing. But I like to call it Joy. Not a Joy that had an opposite of any kind... just
Nameless, Nothingness, Joy.
At that time, the koan that presented itself to me was from Dogen:
The Way is intrinsically accomplished,
The Principle of Zen is Complete Freedom.
It’s already done. And this is Complete Freedom.
As Master Sekito said: “What meets the eye is the Way.” This statement suggests the
boundlessness of Dogen’s, of our, Complete Freedom.
On the evening of my experience, I was awake all night. The next morning, I went to
see the Roshi and told him in detail what had happened. And there was much emotion.
I had experienced the most pure and penetrating insight of my entire life, and I was a
still rather shaken. The Roshi shared my tears and said, “Vast and Void!” This koan is
very personal to me, and I’d like to share it with you.
∞∞∞∞
The famous story of Bodhidharma’s Vast & Void is treated twice in our koans, as the
first case of the Heki, and as the second case of the Shoyo. Peripherally, it’s also
treated in the 28th case of the Denkoroku. I shall use the text of Heki:
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Emperor Bu of Ryô asked Great Master Bodhidharma, "What is the ultimate
meaning of the holy truth?" Bodhidharma said, "Vast and void, no holiness."
The emperor said, "Who are you facing me?" Bodhidharma said, "I don't know."
The emperor did not understand. Finally, Bodhidharma crossed the Yangtze
River and went to the Kingdom of Gi.
Later the emperor asked Shikô about it. Shikô said, "Does your Majesty know
who that man is?" The emperor said, "I don't know." Shikô said, "He is the
Mahasattva Avalokitesvara transmitting the Seal of the Buddha's mind." The
emperor regretted what had happened and wanted to send an emissary to invite
Bodhidharma back. Shikô said, "Your Majesty, don't send an emissary to fetch
him back. Even if all the people in the land were to go after him, he would not
return."
I think everyone will be familiar with this case, and with the legendary life of
Bodhidharma. At the approximate age of 120, he set out on a difficult journey: across
the Bay of Bengal and into the South China Sea. This koan recounts his meeting with
Emperor Bu who was already a Buddhist and who considered himself something of a
scholar. So his questions are neither naive nor innocent. I shall consider just three
points in the koan:
1) Bodhidharma’s “Vast & Void, no Holiness.”
2) His “I don’t know.”
3) Why Bodhidharma would never return.
But first... let me tell you a story.
∞∞∞∞
Humankind evolved in Africa, and there were a number of waves of migration, out of
Africa, especially in the last 100 thousand years. The most recent wave occurred
approximately 60 thousand years ago, and these people may be considered fully
modern humans. Truly, our ancestors. And, certainly they had language. They were
story-tellers. And when they looked up at the mystery of the night sky, when they
witnessed the changing seasons, feast and famine, birth and death, they had questions:
Where did I come from? Who am I? What happens to us when we die? Our early
ancestors had stories that answered these questions. And eventually they had practices
and rituals that they believed gave them some degree of control over nature.
The two most striking things in the fossil record of human evolution are our
extraordinary intelligence and our terrible suffering. Subsistence was not easy. Our
primitive ancestors were hunters, gatherers, scavengers. Ian Morris recounts the story
of human struggle in great detail: Changes in the environment...continuous shortages
of food.... even after the advent of agriculture 10 thousand years ago. There is evidence
of widespread malnutrition, starvation, and cannibalism. Early practices, categorized as
“religious” in nature included human sacrifice, ancestor worship, and ghoulish rituals
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involving the dead. We were aggressive, tribal, and territorial, and it doesn’t take much
imagination to picture the horrors of our struggle for survival. The history of these
struggles is written in our very cells. In our genetic fabric. We are what we are because
of what our ancestors did to survive. More importantly, I think, this history of suffering is
written in our heart.
In 550 BC there were two men living at precisely the same time who would have a great
influence over the approach to the question of what it means to be human: One was
still a youthful prince living in India, Siddhartha Gautama, who later become the
Buddha. The other was a Greek philosopher living in what is now Turkey, Thales of
Miletus. Shakyamuni’s profound question was motivated by a quest to understand the
nature of human suffering. And certainly we can appreciate the great compassion that
led to his quest to solve the mystery of suffering. But Thales’ inquiry was focused on a
different sort of question: He asked, “What is the fundamental substance?” Of what
one thing are all things composed? I can’t help believing that Thales was looking for his
own true nature, just as Shakyamuni was. To me, they were both asking “What is the
ultimate Truth of existence?” And yet, I think, with the particular difference between
their two questions, we see the beginning of two divergent paths in the East and West.
The Buddha, compassionately focused on human suffering chose to look within and
found an answer for all the ages. Thales, who is now considered the father of both
western philosophy and the father of science (very, very powerful tools) chose to look
outward and initiated an inquiry into the nature of things that continues to this day. Just
several months ago, in Switzerland, particle physicists claimed to have found the HiggsBoson, sometimes called the “God Particle.” Thales would be proud, I think, but still
would not have his answer. The Higgs-Boson is simply another physical model of
reality.
If I may offer my own personal view, I would say that Shakyamuni Buddha was, in fact,
the first scientist. What he offered was a specific method of inquiry and an invitation to
all of humanity to discover for ourselves the answer to the question: What is the
ultimate Truth of existence?
Hypothesis: There is no self.
Experiment: A method to test this hypothesis for yourself… zazen.
Invitation: Check the results. See for yourself.
Thales was a man of conjecture and theory, nothing more. He looked outward at
phenomena. Still, Thales was full of wonder and wanted to know the ultimate principle.
Perhaps like Emperor Bu.
∞∞∞∞
Emperor Bu of Ryo asked Great Master Bodhidharma, “What is the highest
meaning of the Holy Reality?
Bodhidharma replied, “Vast and void, no holiness.”
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This answer is from the Buddha’s descendent, and expresses the essence of the
Buddha’s realization: “There is nothing whatsoever. There is nothing holy.” We, who
have directly experienced this fact can see that this utterance--the words themselves-are the highest holy truth. But even if we haven’t experienced, the words point directly
to the fact of all existence: “There is nothing.” And while there are other words that can
be used to point to this fact, there are none so direct. We can’t help thinking the
emperor was expecting an explanation of some kind. He was, after all, something of a
Buddhist scholar. But it’s a measure of Bodhidharma’s compassion for the emperor that
he expressed the fact so simply and clearly.
∞∞∞∞
In the 17th century, Western Science made enormous advances under both Galileo and
Isaac Newton, perhaps the greatest mind in scientific history.
Galileo is credited with developing the scientific method, based on experimental
observation & measurement:
1) Formulate a question.
2) Develop a hypothesize
3) Make some predictions
4) Test, Experiment
5) Analyze & Conclude
Newton was an intellectual freak. His profound wonder led to:
1) Laws of Motion
2) Law of Universal Gravitation
3) Calculus (w/ Leibniz). Mathematical language of change: Of nature.
4) Optics & Nature of Light (Particles)
5) Invention of reflecting telescope.
The western world would never be the same after Newton. Philosophically, it became
common to view the world as completely determined: like a set of billiard balls on a
table. It was thought that if one knew all the parameters of position and velocity, then
one could calculate the future with absolute certainty. What room was there for
considerations of God or human free will?
By the late 19th century, after Charles Darwin and his work on evolution and natural
selection, it was thought to be only a matter of time before science explained every
remaining mystery in the natural world.
But early in the 20th century, problems arose in science and mathematics. There were
several discoveries that led to a loss of certainty, but I’d like to focus on just one: It’s
called “The Measurement Problem” (This is the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle.) It
relates to the fact that at the sub-atomic level, matter presents itself as both particle and
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wave in nature, which is completely contradictory. Quantum Mechanics is weird! The
measurement problem refers to the fact that until an observer (that is, a conscious
observer) takes a reading of an experimental result, the system remains unresolved and
can only be expressed as a probability function. In other words (and this is my gross
simplification of the issue), at the sub-atomic level, the so-called objective world is not
separate from the consciousness of the observer. There have been thousands of
experiments, and the story just gets stranger and stranger. I will come back to this later.
[If you’re interested in knowing more details, I’d like to direct you to the Roshi’s fine
essays in Kyosho issues 322-330.]
The vastness of which Bodhidharma speaks is not something that can be seen or
objectively measured. Rather, it is experienced by looking within. And similarly, this
void is not an empty space that exists someplace in the objective world.
As the Heart Sutra says, “Form is Emptiness. Emptiness is Form.” This is an identity
that must be experienced subjectively... through zazen.
Yet, the word “void” is taking on new meaning in Quantum Physics. It’s long been
known that subatomic particles seem to appear from nothing and disappear into
nowhere. But the contemporary cosmologist, Lawrence Krauss, just published a book
entitled A Universe From Nothing. In it, he details the recent breakthroughs in our
knowledge of the universe. And our knowledge is simply astonishing. For example, we
know that the universe came into existence precisely 13.72 billion years ago. And we
know that it’s expanding, and that this expansion is accelerating and will apparently
continue without end. But most interestingly, as the title suggests, he makes a case for
the creation of the universe from “nothing” whatsoever. He claims that not only “can
something arise from nothing, something will always arise from nothing.” In his own
words: “Quantum gravity not only appears to allow universes to be created from
nothing--meaning, in this case, I emphasize, the absence of space and time--it may
require them. ‘Nothing’--in this case no space, no time, no anything!--is unstable.”
(Krauss 170)
Is this beginning to sound a little bit like the world that we see through our practice and
experience of Zen?
∞∞∞∞

The emperor said, "Who are you in front of me?" Bodhidharma
said, "I don't know." The emperor did not understand.
In answer to his first question (what is the highest holy truth?), the emperor was
apparently expecting an explanation of some kind, a communication of sacred
teachings, and he didn’t receive one. Instead, he experienced Bodhidharma’s direct
pointing to the fact of his true nature. He now wonders, “Who are you?” And with his
answer, “I don’t know,” Bodhidharma is again expressing the fact of his existence. The
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emperor was not able to understand. This phrase of Bodhidharma’s is sometimes
translated as “not knowing.” And perhaps this is a better translation because the
pronoun is gone, much as Bodhidharma himself is gone. This statement echoes “Vast
and void, no holiness.” “Not knowing.” But clearly, this is “not knowing” that comes out
of profound experience. This “not knowing” is the opposite of ignorance.
These are Bodhidharma’s own words, from the Bloodstream Sermon:
“To find a Buddha, all you have to do is see your nature. Your nature is the buddha. And
the buddha is the person who’s free: free of plans, free of cares. If you don’t see your
nature and run around all day looking somewhere else, you’ll never find a buddha. The
truth is, there’s nothing to find.” (Ferguson)
How does this nothing manifest itself? Bodhidharma describes it this way:
“Buddha is Sanskrit for what you call aware, miraculously aware. Responding,
perceiving, arching your brows, blinking your eyes, moving your hands and feet, it’s all
your miraculously aware nature.” (Ferguson)
∞∞∞∞
Returning to this “not knowing,” I’d like to ask what it means to know, in the western
scientific sense. The physicist David Deutsche, in his recent book, The Beginning of
Infinity, says simply that knowledge is composed of explanations. But how are these
explanations expressed? Certainly, in the traditional sense, knowledge is expressed in
language. In science, the language is mathematics. In everyday human affairs,
knowledge is held and communicated in the many languages of the world, all
descended, by the way, from the proto-language that came out of Africa 60,000 years
ago.
The linguist Derek Bickerton, in his recent book, Adam’s Tongue, describes the
evolution of language in primitive humans. Almost all animals communicate with one
another, in a great variety of methods, and their communication is always related to
survival. There are three types of signals: 1) Those that relate to individual survival,
2) Those related to mating and reproduction, and 3) Social signals. An example of the
latter is a sign of appeasement, used in confrontations when the enemy seems to be
winning. All signals in animal communication systems (ACS) share two characteristics:
“Each utterance of an ACS unit is tied to whatever is going on in the immediate vicinity
right at that moment.” Here and now. But human language is so far beyond a simple
animal communication system that the evolution of language is considered one of the
great mysteries in human development. And, it’s not the case that humans have
language because of their extraordinary brains, but rather, humans have their
extraordinary brains because of language. He considers the development of language
as the “Big Bang” of human evolution.
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Language is really the defining characteristic of Homo Sapiens. This is what defines the
human. In the words of the neurologist Antonio Damasio, “Spiders make webs, birds
make nests, humans make stories.”
Language creates a model of the world. Much as mathematics models the behavior of
natural systems, language models the content of our six senses. This model is a story.
And isn’t it true that before we came to Zen, we seemed to live within a story? We are
the subject and hero of our own narrative tale. We live inside a story. I would claim that
the idea of self is an artifact of language. As much as I love a good story,
Bodhidharma’s “not knowing” is an invitation to move beyond the human language skill.
To go beyond language and the stories it creates.
These are Bodhidharma’s own words again:
“Go beyond language. Go beyond thought.
...At every moment where language can’t go, that’s your mind...
Basically, seeing, hearing, and knowing are completely empty. Your anger, joy, or pain
is like that of a puppet. You can search, but you won’t find a thing.” (Ferguson)
So Bodhidharma’s “not knowing” is beyond thought. It’s beyond language. I’d like to
come back to this matter of the puppet, but first, I’d like to consider the koan’s last point.
∞∞∞∞
Finally, Bodhidharma crossed the Yangtze River and came to the Kingdom of Gi.
Later, the emperor asked Shikô about it. Shikô said, "Does your Majesty know
who that man is?" The emperor said, "I don't know." Shikô said, "He is the
Mahasattva Avalokitesvara transmitting the Seal of the Buddha's mind." The
emperor regretted what had happened and wanted to send an emissary to invite
Bodhidharma back. Shikô said, "Your Majesty, don't send an emissary to fetch
him back. Even if all the people in the land were to go after him, he would not
return."
Here we find the emperor using the same words as Bodhidharma when he says, “I don’t
know.” But although the words are the same, they point to entirely different realities.
The emperor truly does not know. His expression is one of ignorance.
But why is it that Bodhidharma would never return? Well, this reflects the core of the
koan: There is no Bodhidharma to return. Although the Indian sage might have
crossed the physical Yangtze river, it’s the real Bodhidharma Shiko is speaking of. This
is the Bodhidharma pointed to with the words, “Not knowing.” The true Bodhidharma is
Vast & Void itself.
Listen again to Bodhidharma’s own beautiful words from the Bloodstream Sermon:
“The real body exists without existing, because the real body never changes.”
Elsewhere in the sermon he refers to this unchanging body in this way:
15

“Your real body has no sensation, no hunger or thirst, no warmth or cold, no sickness,
no love or attachment, no pleasure or pain, no good or bad, no shortness or length, no
weakness or strength. Actually, there’s nothing here.”
And so, Bodhidharma can never return because he didn’t go anywhere. He’s here and
he’s now, as always.
∞∞∞∞
For contemporary science, another of the great remaining mysteries is consciousness
itself.
In the 1970’s, the American physiologist Benjamin Libet began studying neural activity
and “sensation thresholds.” What he discovered is that conscious or “willed” activity is
preceded by unconscious electrical processes in the brain called “readiness potentials.”
The undeniable conclusion was that freely willed actions were initiated a full third of a
second before the conscious mind made the “decision” to act. Without getting into too
much detail, let me simply say that his results have been duplicated countless times
since then, and they call into question the concept of “free will.”
In a book published just this year, entitled Free Will, the neuroscientist Sam Harris
recounts all of the recent research and concludes that free will is an illusion. These are
his words:
“Decisions, intentions, efforts, goals, willpower, etc. are causal states of the brain,
leading to specific behaviors, and behaviors lead to outcomes in the world... But the
next choice you make will come out of the darkness of prior causes that you, the
conscious witness of your experience, did not bring into being.” (Harris-33)
In other words, before you know... True Nature expresses itself.
The Way is inherently accomplished... it’s already done.
The principle of Zen is Complete Freedom...
The True Self is Pure Freedom!
This is what Bodhidharma meant by a puppet. If you think there’s a fixed self... fine: It
truly is just a puppet!
But it’s surprising, isn’t it, how the western scientific tradition seems stuck on the
inherently dualistic concept of the “self”? This model of free will imagines an
independent agent denied freedom. This is determinism. In Zen, there is no agent. No
determinism. Bodhidharma’s Vast & Void, his “not knowing” is identical with freedom
itself. This is Total Freedom!
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∞∞∞∞
And finally, I’d like to mention a book co-authored by a physician and an astronomer
titled Biocentrism, published in 2010. The authors make the claim that biology, not
physics, will be the key to unlocking the so-called “secrets” of the universe. There are
seven key principles in this book that I’d like to list for you:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

What we perceive as reality is a process that involves our consciousness. An
"external" reality, if it existed, would by definition have to exist in space. But this
is meaningless, because space and time are not absolute realities but rather
tools of the human mind.
Our external and internal perceptions are inextricably intertwined. They are
different sides of the same coin and cannot be divorced from one another.
The behavior of sub-atomic particles, indeed all particles and objects, is
inextricably linked to the presence of an observer. Without the presence of a
conscious observer, they at best exist in an undetermined state of probability
waves.
Without consciousness, "matter" dwells in an undetermined state of probability.
Any universe that could have preceded consciousness only existed in a
probability state.
The structure of the universe is explainable only through biocentrism. The
universe is fine-tuned for life, which makes perfect sense as life creates the
universe, not the other way around. The "universe" is simply the complete spatiotemporal logic of the self.
Time does not have a real existence outside of animal-sense perception. It is the
process by which we perceive changes in the universe.
Space, like time, is not an object or a thing. Space is another form of our animal
understanding and does not have an independent reality. We carry space and
time around with us like turtles with shells. Thus, there is no absolute self-existing
matrix in which physical events occur independent of life. (Biocentrism)

And although Biocentrism falls short of eliminating the existence of a “self,” it comes
close, in my opinion, to establishing a scientific model for the actual experience that
we come to know through the practice of Zen.
In the not-so-distant future, science will create explanations (models) that express the
Buddha’s own Truth.
∞∞∞∞
Please understand that I’m not suggesting that the scientific method will ever lead to
direct experience of our true nature. Science is not directed towards “Not Knowing.”
Quite the opposite. And no philosophy or theory will allow us to experience Dogen’s
TOTAL FREEDOM. Practice will always be necessary.
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Will everyone be drawn to Zen practice? No, of course not.
But, the good news is that the truth discovered by the Buddha 2500 years ago, and
experienced by countless people in the long lineage of realized practitioners, will
gradually be modeled or explained by the western scientific tradition. It will become the
Creation Myth of the future. (I say “myth” because it will remain a story.)
One of the first radical theories of mind was put forward by quantum physicist David
Bohm and psychologist Karl Pribram: The holographic model.
Contemporary physicists and neuroscientists are positing a Quantum Mind model. And
cosmologists are proposing a cosmology of “Nothing.”
I predict that in the future we’ll have a model of the world of empty-oneness and the
freedom of kensho. This reality will be explained by science and will create a
philosophical foundation for unprecedented cooperation between people, institutions,
and nations to solve the problems created by the three poisons of greed, anger and
ignorance. Scientific “explanations” matter. It is the new secular religion.
∞∞∞∞
We’re witnessing a convergence of eastern and western worldviews on the truth.
Science’s explanations of reality are gradually moving toward the truth discovered 2500
years ago by Shakyamuni and seen clearly through the practice of Zen. There is a
gradual breakdown of the foundational duality inherent in scientific investigation.
(Subject-object duality.) This assumption of duality was there when Thales began... and
it is still there today.
This is where Zen comes in: the actual experience of One Nothingness. In the future,
science will inform the philosophical foundation of our cultural treasury of knowledge. It
has had this role for several centuries already.
So Shakyamuni looked inward and discovered the truth of human existence. His
compassion has quelled, and continues to end, a universe of suffering. Thales looked
outward, at phenomena, and his searching continues... the story (explanations) ever
more complex. But the reality it points to is very simple: “Vast & Void!” Let us
experience this reality together.
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“Alone in the Universe”
Watercolour by Nancy Schaefer

Past Present Future Events
Another celebration of Sister Elaine’s 90th birthday was held during the summer
Kenshukai. Students of Sister Elaine’s and teachers from the Philippines and the UK
were able to attend. In honour of her birthday Sister Elaine presented a gift, a memoir
called “The Master” to Yamada Ryôun Roshi of her recollections of events and time
spent with her teacher (his father) Yamada Koun Roshi. Please see attached .pdf .
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Tuesday November

18

th

Holy Rosary Parish
354 St. Clair West
There will be zazen before the AGM.
Your attendance is appreciated.
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Advisory Group Update
October 2014
In the spring of 2014 Brian asked me to organize a group of Zendo members into, what
we are temporarily referring to as, an Advisory group. This group is comprised of:
Racheli and Marty Wolfson, Jill Willington, David Jongeward, Heather Bennett, Paul
Badali, Liane Regendanz, Michael Craig, Linda Myler and myself.
One of the main goals of the group is to prepare the way for a future Board of Directors
that would be elected annually by our membership. The purpose of the interim Advisory
group and the future Board of Directors is to provide leadership on the day-to-day
operational issues of the zendo. These issues might include, but not limited to: helping
with the Newsletter, maintaining the relationship with Sanbo Zen International,
expanding the Zendo membership, reviewing and setting financial dues for
membership, zazenkais and sesshins, determining financial support for teachers and
taking care of the Zendo location.
The group has met twice since the spring and has accomplished the following tasks.
We found a new Treasurer for the Zendo. Jill Willington has generously agreed to take
over this function from Heather Bennett. We thank Jill and we thank Heather for their
strong contribution. And we thank Racheli too, who did the function before Heather.
With her backup team (David, Racheli and Heather) Jill is now our new Treasurer.
We created a Kyosho Newsletter. Thanks to Marty Wolfson and other contributors we
now have a terrific new electronic communication tool to further support our practice
and to share information amongst members. Marty has gone the extra mile by asking
the other Canadian zendos (Ottawa, Hamilton, Tweed, Penticton) to share their news
and their sitting schedules. Marty encourages each of us to contribute to the newsletter
with photos or personal experiences as they relate to our Zen practice.
We prepared a new fee structure that will be presented to members in the near future at
the AGM on November 18th.
Thanks to everyone who is actively engaged in the Advisory group. We encourage
every one to bring suggestions or ideas to the group for further discussion. All feedback
is welcome; together we make a stronger Sangha. The Advisory group will continue to
help create conditions for our teachers to have more time to focus on teaching and
guiding us in the deepening of our practice. While at the same time, the Advisory group
can help the Sangha to grow and to flourish.

Nancy Schaefer
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KENSHUKAI 2014 SCARBORO MISSIONS
SAT. AUG. 23 TO SUN. AUG. 31
by Pat Cockburn
This is a personal account of my first kenshukai. I was grateful for the opportunity to
attend, along with about 60 others from various countries – Japan, home of our
dedicated teacher, Ryoun Yamada Roshi, and U.S., Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the
Philippines, Netherlands, Britain, Spain, Sweden, France, Australia and Canada.
Those in attendance were teachers and senior students – most had finished their koan
study. To those familiar with sesshin, there were two major differences – we talked and
we went to school. That was what it felt like to me – Koan School. Imagine going to
school with the sole purpose of “not-thinking.” That's just what I tried to do. Of course,
after almost 4 hours of kenshukai (workshop) daily, this “no-thinking” became a little
tricky. That age-old koan “what's for dinner?” became somewhat prevalent. All
facetiousness aside, I experienced first-hand the astuteness and commitment of the
Roshi.
There was no false praise – when it was your turn to present a koan, you would learn
from it, whether it hit the mark or not, because the Roshi would ask for comments and
responses and if there were none, or if he had a particular point to make, he would try to
get you to dig deeper.
At one point I looked around and felt the combined intelligence and compassion in the
room and was glad to be there. Even though my presentation of Koan #43 in the
Hekiganroku, Tozan's “Cold and Heat," left something to be desired (though we all know
that's a foolish statement in Zen), I learned a lot. You could not help it.
There were two tables and two groups. I was part of the group who presented koans
from Sunday till Wednesday. Wednesday was a break day, with a second joyous 90 th
birthday party for our dear teacher, Sister Elaine. This day gave a chance to her many
friends and students from far-away lands to celebrate her and her influence. Belleville's
own Bill Tomlinson (Dharma-Man) and his four back-up boys (the Delusions) gave a
fabulously frantic rendition of Bill's own composition -"Jiki Jitsu Baby.” A good time was
had by all.
Thursday began in earnest at the usual sitting start time at 6:00 a.m. And more
kenshukai. This time the second group took the hot seat in the inner circle. There was a
lot of laughter during kenshukai, as you can imagine, when a lot of us, (well, me,
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anyway) were flying by the seat of our pants.
One of the highlights of the seven days was a memorial service for the Roshi's mother,
Mrs. Yamada Kazue, on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. A solemn and respectful atmosphere
permeated the beautiful sunlit chapel where with everyone chanting, each person
walked to the altar to the steady beat of the drum, and lit a candle to show gratitude and
respect to the Roshi's mother for all she had done for Sanbo Zen.
Another highlight were the teishos given by five different people. The Roshi gave the
first with 400,000,000,000 galaxies being ever present, Hannelore Müller from Germany
focused on a grain of rice, Sister Esperanza from the Philippines told us of her journey,
which broke open her concept of God, while Maria Reis-Habito personalized her
opening and deepening with Joshu. Lastly Sister Yoshiko Aoki quietly and determinedly
led us from her beginnings in Zen to where she is now. I was thrilled with these people's
encounters with themselves and that other something which is no other.
The last highlight for me was the Saturday night party. Our youthful Sister Elaine stayed
until the last dog was hung (or, echoing Nansen, till the last cat was killed). Each
country presented a song or poem relating to their country. Canada did a campy thing reading the poem “The Cremation of Sam McGee.” Australia read a poem by Dorothea
McKellar, an Australian Al Purdy, the Japanese sang, the Germans sang, Hans from
Austria sang beautifully, and Pierre, from – you guessed it – France played the old
piano and sang a song a la Charles Aznavour. Paul and I looked at each other and
thought and said – what second-class citizens we Canadians are in the light of this
international culture.
Our last sit Saturday night was the closing ceremony, as well as the Roshi paying
tribute to two women from Toronto – Roshi Roselyn Stone and Roshi Sister Elaine
MacInnes, two powerhouses who have generated Zen in many countries.
Sunday was good-bye. Some on to Niagara Falls, some to the airport and trains, some
home by car. As I drove home my two uppermost thoughts were: sitting is everything,
and no one can teach me the taste of tea.
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Notices Regarding Meetings, Zazenkai and Sesshin
Toronto Zendo
Weekly: Tuesday evenings 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 354 St. Clair West
Teisho/dokusan (Patrick Gallagher and Nancy Schaefer)
2014
Zazenkai: November 15
Sesshin: December 2-7
2015
Saturday, January 10 (zazenkai)
Saturday, February 7 (zazenkai)
Tuesday - Sunday, March 17-22 (sesshin)
Saturday, April 11 (zazenkai)
*** NASK - May 1-6 (Ottawa) (sesshin)***
Saturday, May 23 (zazenkai)
Thursday - Sunday, June 11-14 (sesshin)
Saturday, July 11 (zazenkai)
Saturday, September 19 (zazenkai)
Saturday, October 17 (zazenkai)
Saturday, November 14 (zazenkai)
Tuesday-Sunday, December 8-13 (sesshin)
Contact: Patrick Gallagher Patrick.Gallagher27@gmail.com
Hamilton
Weekly: Mondays 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. - Location varies
Monthly: one Sunday 12 pm-2 pm (Teisho/dokusan with Patrick Gallagher)
Contact: Marianna Schroeder mschroeder@bell.net or 905-388-3371
Tweed/Thomasburg
Weekly: Every other Monday 6:45 – 8:00 p.m.
Monthly:, June 2, 16
Contact: Pat Cockburn 613-478-6345 pco@nexicom.net
Penticton Zen Center - Mountains and Waters Sangha
Weekly: Tuesday evening 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Contact: Tom Ashton, Tashton33@shaw.ca
Ottawa
Weekly: Every Wednesday 7:30 – 9:00 p.m. 255 MacKay St.
Monthly: Zazenkai monthly (Teisho/Dokusan alternating Brian / Patrick)
Contact: OttawaZendo@gmail.com
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Photo by Marty Wolfson

An Ongoing Request......
This is the second release of the Canadian Sanbo Zen newsletter. We will
be distributing this newsletter via email and posting it on the
http://torontozendo.ca website. If you do not want to receive a copy please
reply with a request to remove your name from the mailing list. We are still
soliciting input from readers as to content, format and submissions in the
form of photographs/art work and short articles that you might feel relevant
to our sangha. We welcome also your comments and suggestions
concerning our newsletter. We cannot guarantee that all submissions will
be posted immediately and may be shortened on account of limitations.
Thank you for your understanding. In addition some content will be taken
from the Japanese newsletter, KYOSHO and like your submissions will be
given credit as to the source. We are looking forward to hearing from you.
Marty Wolfson toronto.zendo.newsletter@gmail.com
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